COMMENTS

Manumission: The Weak Link in Georgia's
Law of Slavery

I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Comment is to examine Georgia slave law and to
understand how a purposive analysis of the statutory language led the
proslavery hardline courts of Georgia to allow out-of-state manumission-the formal emancipation from slavery. This phenomenon occurred
despite draconian statutes and the fierce proslavery rhetoric of the Georgia Supreme Court. It should be noted that although the growing trend
toward allowing out-of-state manumission was jagged, the opinions are
often inconsistent and contradictory. But, as this paper will illustrate, the
very jaggedness is one of the many contradictions of the entire slave system. Like the other contradictions inherent in the slave system of the Old
South, however, the inconsistent rulings of the court are part of the problem in understanding this period of Southern history.
The Comment will focus on the Georgia Supreme Court's manumission
cases from its inception in 1845 to the end of the Civil War. Understanding the manumission cases is impossible without reference to other areas
of the law that developed at that time. The primary focus is on manumission cases because they symbolize many of the conflicts built into the system of slavery. The slave-holding states as a whole did not want the Peculiar Institution' destroyed from within but; perhaps because of guilt or
the existence of other values, many slave owners elected to free their
slaves. Thus, these cases illustrate a particularly troubling set of facts for
the majority of the slaveowners. Not only did the owners worry about the
1. See K. STAMPP, THE PECULIAR INSTITUTION (1956), for an excellent overview of the
institution of slavery.
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abolitionists, the owners were also concerned with dissension within their
own ranks.
The Comment is divided into four sections. The first section gives a
brief overview of the beginning of slavery in Georgia. The second section
explores the manumission cases and the interpretation of statutory law
that allowed postmortem manumission if certain conditions were met.
The third section meshes the two previous sections to show how this liberal interpretation of the law was in conflict with the basic premises of
slave society. The last section is a brief conclusion which raises further
questions that need answering.
II. BRIEF HISTORY OF GEORGIA SLAVE LAW

Until 1752 slavery was illegal in. Georgia. This phenomenon was due in
part to Georgia's status as a frontier buffer between Spanish Florida and
in part to Georgia's small white population.' Early in the colonial days
the trustees of the colony decided not to allow slavery within the colony's
borders. There was a tremendous concern that a large slave population,
like that in Virginia, would detract from the colonists' ability effectively
to protect themselves from the Spanish. The idea was that by keeping
slavery out of Georgia, the farmers could protect the soft underbelly of
the young English colonies. Also, the trustees wanted the recent settlers
to become yeoman farmers since many were former debtors in England.'
But by the 1750s the lure of big money in rice and indigo convinced the
trustees of the colony to legalize slavery.'
The first slave code was enacted in 1755.1 Because of the effect this
initial code had on other statutes and judicial opinions, the preamble
merits quotation in full:
Whereas his Majesty's Plantations in America Slavery has been introduced and Allowed and the people commonly called Negroes, Indians,
Mulatos, and Mestizos have been deemed Absolute Slaves and the Subjects of property in the hands of Particular persons the Extent of whose
power over such Slaves ought to be settled and Limited by positive Laws
so' that the Slaves may be kept in due Subjection and Obedience and the
owners and other persons having the Care and Government of Slaves
may be restrained from exercising too great Rigour and Cruelty over
them and that the Public peace and order of this province may be prePhinizy, Colonial Period, in A
3: Id. at 25.
2.

4.

HISTORY OF GEORGIA 25-26, 35

(K. Coleman ed. 1977).

Id. at 44.

5. XVIII THE

COLONIAL RECORDS OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA

1754-1768, at 102 (A. Chan-

dler ed. 1910) [hereinafter COLONIAL RECORDS with the year of the statute in parenthesis]
(An Act for the Better Ordering and Governing Negroes and Other Slaves in this Province).
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served We pray your most Sacred Majesty that it may be Enacted.6
That paragraph set the tone for subsequent legislation during and after
the colonial period. The preamble also contained the building blocks for
the conflicts that plagued not only Georgia, but the entire South throughout the existence of slavery. First, it set a precedent that slavery existed
only as an act of positive law. Slavery was in complete derogation of the
common law. Second, it defined the slave as absolute property, and at the
same time recognized the slave's humanity. Thus, at the beginning of
slavery there were at least four opposing forces inherent in the system.
There was the problem of positive law versus common law, and the guarantee of absolute ownership versus the humanity of the slave. The last
problem also raised other questions, such as alienability of property and
government interference with the owners' absolute property.
Not surprisingly, these opposing forces set the stage for a body of statutory and case law that is often contradictory and irreconcilable. These
problems are best illustrated in the manumission cases that forced the
justices of the supreme court to reconcile the opposing forces.
After the drafting of the original code, it was amended almost yearly
until the abolition of slavery. Many of the statutes were draconian, a fact
abolitionist and reconstruction historians have observed. For example, in
the colonial period, one law was enacted to provide an award for the capture of slaves that had run away to Florida. The reward was paid whether
the bounty hunter returned with the slave or the slave's scalp and ears.'
At the same time, the legislature enacted many statutes to protect the
slave. Many of the early Georgia legislatures provided the slave with statutory protection when the slave was accused of a crime. By the time slavery ended, the system accorded to a slave accused of a felony almost the
same due process rights as a nonslave. s Other statutes made the killing,'
or beating of, and the failure to provide adequate food and clothing to a
slave a crime.' 0 Last, three laws made it illegal to manumit a slave without the permission of the legislature."
The apologist can find laws on the books that support any argument.

6.
7.
8.
fenses
9.

Id.
Id. at 138 (Act of 1755).
1850 Ga. Laws 372 (an Act to provide for the trial of slaves accused of capital ofin the superior court).
PRINcE's DIGEST, LAws OF GEORGIA TO 1837, at 786 (Act of 1799 made prosecution

and punishment for killing a slave the same as for a white person).
10. 1860 Ga. Laws 56 (act made it easier to prosecute slaveowners who neglected their
slaves by omitting language from a previous statute the following, "whereby the health of
such slave or slaves, may be injured or impaired").
11. PRINCE'S DIGEST 787 (Act of 1801); PRINcE's DIGEST 794 (Act of 1818); 1859 Ga. Laws
68 (Act of 1859).
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Steps were made to improve the lot of the slaves as humans, even as laws
were enacted to protect the owners' interests. The legislature humanized
the law of slavery even as it passed statutes that came at the expense of
the slave's humanity. Such is the legacy of slavery in Georgia.
III. THE CASE LAW
Prior to the formation of the Georgia Supreme Court in 1845, the
courts dealt with only seven slave cases." Two cases are particularly important: Roser v. Marlow' s and Spencer v. Negroes Amy & Thomas. 4
Perhaps not the first two cases to deal with postmortem manumission
because very few published opinions survived, they set the precedent for

later cases.
The Acts of 1801 and 1818 made it illegal to manumit slaves except by

appeal to the legislature.1 The Act of 1801 was entitled: "Act prescribing
the mode of Manumitting Slaves in this State."' The Act of 1818 was
entitled: "An Act supplementary to, and more effectually to enforce an
act entitled; Act prescribing the mode of Manumitting Slaves in this
State.' 7 Because of the importance of the two acts, and especially the
Act of 1818, the preamble to the Act of 1818 requires quotation:
Whereas the principles of sound policy, considered in reference to free
citizens of this State, and the exercise of humanity towards the slave
population within the same, imperiously require that the number of free

12. Ex Parte George, I Ga. Rep. Annot. 31 (1806) (overturned a conviction of George, a
free black, for trying to steal a slave); State v. Couper, 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 106 (1810) (Couper
was arrested and convicted for illegally importing slaves into the state; the decision of the
inferior court was affirmed); Hunter v. Shaffer, 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 475 (1836) (involved a
title dispute to certain slaves that were owned by a black woman in South Carolina who sold
them to a person in Georgia; the Superior Court ruled that if the black woman could own
slaves, then she could convey good title); Spencer v. Negroes Amy & Thomas, 1 Ga. Rep.
Annot. 181 (1822) (the first recorded manumission case, the will was found to be in violation
of the Act of 1801 forbidding manumission); State v. Philpot, 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 375 (1831)
(upheld a conviction for selling a free black boy into slavery); Roser v. Marlow, 1 Ga. Rep.
Annot. 309 (1837) (a seminal manumission case that would bind the Georgia Supreme Court
until the end of slavery; the slaves were freed); State v. Peter, 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 530 (1842)
(a murder case in which a slave was found guilty but a new trial was ordered because of
jurisdiction irregularities).
13. 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 309 (1837).
14. 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 181 (1822).
15. PRINCE'S DIGEST 787'(Act of 1801); PRINCE's DIGEST 794 (Act of 1818). The same year
that the Act of 1801 (manumission statute) was enacted, the legislature manumitted the
slaves of Richard Meriwether. 1801 Ga. Laws 15 (an Act to manumit and make free certain
persons of colour (sic], whose names are therein mentioned).
16. PRINCE's DIGST 787.
17. Id. at 794.
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persons of color within this State should not be increased by manumission, or by the admission of such persons from other States to reside
therein; and whereas divers persons of color who are slaves by the laws
of this State, having never been manumitted in conformity to the same,
are nevertheless in the full exercise and enjoyment of all the rights and
privileges of free persons of color, without being subject to the duties and
obligations incident to such persons, thereby constituting a class of people, equally dangerous to the safety of the free citizens of this State, and
destructive of the comfort and happiness of the slave population thereof,
which it is the duty of this legislature by all just and lawful means to
suppress.8
Both acts made it a crime to record any deed, trust instrument or will
that purported to manumit any slave or create a state of quasi-freedom in
a slave. Also, any such instrument was "declared to be utterly null and
void."' 19 The irony is that the preamble, which is reasonably clear on the
intention of the legislature, became the key language the Georgia courts
used to allow nonlegislative postmortem manumission.
Spencer made his will between the two acts although the case was decided after the passage of the Act of 1818.20 Thus, Judge Charlton relied
on the Act of 1801, which unequivocally forbade manumission except by
consent of the legislature.2 ' The court prohibited manumission. Judge
Charlton reasoned that the "Act of 1818 cannot operate retrospectively,
so as to annihilate or accumulate the penalties of the Act of 1801-because this would be repugnant to the best established doctrines in the
construction of penal statutes; and because, as a penal statute it must
operate prospectively. 2 2 Thus, the slaves remained a part of the estate.
In 1837 Judge Charlton was able to apply the Act of 1818. The Court of
Ordinary found the decedent's will void as a violation of the Act of
1818.22 The offending clause stated:
It is my will and desire, should it please God to remove me at this time,
18. Id. at 794-95 (Act of 1818) (emphasis in original).
19. Id. at 796.
20. 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 181 (1822).

21.

PRINCE'S DIGEST

787 (Act of 1801). The first paragraph of the Act stated:

From and after the passing of this act, -it shall not be lawful for any person or

persons to manumit or set free any negro slave, or slaves, any mulatto, mestizo, or
any other person or persons of color, who may be deemed slaves at the time of the
passing of this act, in any manner of form, than by application to the legislature
for that purpose.
The remainder of the act set out the penalties for violating the act, such as a fine of $200 for
the owner and a fine of $100 against any officer of the state who recorded the deed of manu-

mission. Id.
22. Id.
23. Roser v. Marlow, 1 Ga. Rep. Annot. 309, 310 (1837).
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that my negro woman Antoinette, and her two children, together with
my negro man Jack, should be emancipated and set free, if that can be
done in any manner, either by the Legislature or otherwise, and if it cannot be accomplished, then I direct my executors, herein after named, to
send them where it can be done out of the state.2 '
The offending words in the will were "either" - and "or otherwise." Judge
Charlton reasoned that the court's role in interpreting wills was to make
the flawed will conform to the intent of the decedent. Applying that rule,
he struck the offending words. 25 Thus, the will directed the executors to
apply to the legislature for manumission. If that should fail, the executors
should take the slaves outside of the state to freedom. The second part of
the will, directing the executors to remove the slaves from the state, could
be deemed illegal if the statute were strictly construed, because the only
legal way to free a slave was by an act of the legislature.2 6

The court found a way out of the dilemma. It was undisputed that a
living slave owner could take his slaves outside the state and free them.
Northern states enacted laws that when a slave entered the borders of the
state he was, by operation of law, free. Arguably, without this sort of judicially created exception, 7 the two acts could be found unconstitutional as
a restraint on the alienability of property.28 Judge Charlton created the

24. Id. at 310.
25. Id. at 311.
26. PRINCE'S DIGEST 796 (Act of 1818).
27. The Act of 1818 stated that the Act of 1801 was to be "strictly enforced" except that
the penalties were to be increased from $200 to $500 for each violation by the slave owner.
Second, the recording provision of the Act of 1801 was also still in force. Third, "[a]ll and
every will" and other such deeds which attempted to manumit slaves was "utterly null and
void." Fourth, anyone attempting to create such a document or trying to enforce the document could be fined $1,000. Last, the slaves subject to such a document were to be seized by
the state and sold at "public outcry." PRINcE's DIGEST at 795-96.
28. Cleland v. Waters, 19 Ga. 45 (1855). The court alluded to constitutional arguments:
The Legislature did not intend to impose any other restrictions upon the undoubted right of the citizen, to dispose of this property by will . . . except by
holding him in a state of obedience to its municipal policy as to free negroes. The
State did not intend, by these Acts, to assume jurisdiction, except within her own
limits. The right to remove-to emancipate, is not taken away; it is only prohibited when attempted to be exercised within her own borders.
Id. at 46-47. In the same case, though, Lumpkin cited with approval a recent Mississippi law
which prohibited owners from taking their slaves out of the state for the purpose of emancipation. Id. at 52. Justice Starnes argued that even if the legislature intended the Act of 1801
to bar all manumission, it did not bar out-of-state manumission because Georgia could not
enforce its laws in another state. Id. at 62-63.
In Sanders v. Wade, 25 Ga. 109 (1858), Lumpkin directly addressed the constitutional
argument.
Instead of being an Act to prohibit manumission, partial or total, at home or
abroad, it is simply an "Act prescribing the mode in which" it shall be done "in
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exception from the Act 1818's preamble and declared that postmortem
manumission was legal, if the slaves were taken outside the state. From
the preamble Judge Charlton gleaned the following interpretation:
The object of the statutes relating to manumission, was, to prevent a
horde of free persons of color, from ravaging the morals, and corrupting
the feelings of our slaves ...

To them, the executors in the discharge of

one of the most solemn of all duties, the performance of the dying injunctions of their friend, should make the application, and if it should be
command of their testarefused, then they should fulfill the alternative
29
tor, by sending these slaves out of the state.
Judge Charlton's reasoning raises a question of statutory interpretation: What should control the preamble, the legislature's declared purpose,
or the statute itself? Arguably, Judge Charlton's interpretation significantly strained the plain meaning of the preamble to conclude that outof-state manumission was permissible under the legislation. In the opinion, Judge Charlton noted that the decedent, Drugger, could have applied
to the legislature during his life time or taken his slaves outside the state
and set them free.3 0 Perhaps Judge Charlton was concerned about the
constitutionality of the statute should he declare the will void.s' This
raises the question of who would challenge the constitutionality of the
statutes?3 2 Though the slaves would have wanted the statute declared unthis State!" And right here arises the dilemma. The title of the Act, specifying as
it does, that it was passed to prescribe the mode of freeing negroes in this State,
and for no other purpose, if it contains any matter different from this, that is, the
matter contended for on the other side, namely, a prohibition against foreign
emancipation, it is unconstitutional and void. XVIIth sec. I Art. Cons. St. Ga.
Cobb, 1114.
Id. at 112 (emphasis in original). Lumpkin's argument was a very technical state constitutional argument. If he had been interested in the alienability of property, he could have
cited GA. CONsT. art. IV, § 11 (1798), which forbade the legislature from manumitting slaves
without the approval of the owner. Instead, he looked at GA. CONST. art. I, § 17 (1798), which
governed how the legislature passed statutes. In Martin v. Branch, 6 Ga. 21 (1849), the court
held that § XVII required that the act "should contain no matter variant from the title. Id.
at 27 (emphasis in original). Thus, if the Act of 1818 was meant to apply to out-of-state
manumission, then it would be unconstitutional because the act would vary from the title.
29. Roser v. Marlow, I Ga. Rep. Annot. 309, 312 (1837).
30. Id.
31. One could argue that it was a restraint on the alienability of property. The Georgia
Supreme Court alluded to this argument in the caseg in which it pointed out that the owner
could always take the slaves out of the state during their life time. Even so the court pushed
for an out right ban on postmortem manumission. The court did address the constitutionality of the Act of 1818 in Sanders v. Wade, 25 Ga. 109 (1858) but on other grounds. See
supra note 28.
32. The Georgia Supreme Court came close to a constitutional analysis in American Colonization Soc'y v. Gartrell, 23 Ga. 448 (1857). The court stopped short of holding that the
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constitutional, as noncitizens they would not have had standing to sue.
Slaveowners could have attacked the constitutionality of the statutes but
there was no need: as long as they were alive they could take the slaves
out of the state. Decedents' executors could have challenged the statutes,
and probably would have had standing, but none ever did. How would the
same decision-makers have dealt with the relationship between freedom
and alienability of property? No one knows the answers to this and other
questions a constitutional challenge might have raised. This may partially
explain why no one ever successfully challenged the constitutionality of
the statutes and why Judge Charlton looked to the preamble instead of
the body of the statute.
This decision also raises the question concerning the status of the
slaves after the court declared the will valid? Did they exist in a state of
quasi-freedom? Were their actions governed by the slave code, positive
law, or some other law? Judge Charlton never answered these questions.
Part of the answer to these questions depended on the slaves' legal status. As indicated before, slavery in Georgia was outside the common law.
Except for the slave code of 1755, which was periodically reenacted almost verbatim, and some hints in the few surviving superior court cases,
the true nature of the status of slave law was not made clear until 1851.
That year the Georgia Supreme Court decided Neal v. Farmer.33
Farmer sued Neal to recover the value of a slave killed by Neal.34 The
jury found for Farmer and awarded damages for the fair market value of
the slave." Neal appealed on the grounds that the civil trial was premature since he had not been tried for killing the slave. 36 The trial court
refused to grant a new trial on the grounds that the murder of a slave was
not a felony.37 On appeal Neal argued that "killing of any person 'in the
peace of the King' was murder" and that slavery was recognized under
the common law.3 Second, he argued that slavery predated the common
American Colonization Society, an organization that sought to settle free blacks in Liberia,
did not have standing to sue in Georgia. It did hold that the Society could not take the
slaves in trust because the organization's charter forbade it taking slaves, as opposed to free
blacks, to Liberia. Id. at 451. Since 1817 the Society was embraced by the government of
Georgia as a remedy to the free black problem in Georgia. By the 1850s the Society fell into
disfavor because of its strong abolition stance. The next year the court in a similar case
appointed the executors trustees of the slaves in order to take them out of the state, at
which time they would turn over the "free blacks" to the Colonization Society. Walker v.
Walker, 25 Ga. 420, 429 (1858).
33. 9 Ga. 555 (1851).
34. Id. at 555.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 556.
38. Id. at 556-57 (emphasis in original).
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and civil law, thus making the killing of a slave murder under the laws of
nature.3s Third, "[t]he Act of 1770 ...mitigated the severity of the punishment, but made it [a] felony to kill a slave."' Thus, killing a slave was
a felony.' 1 The Georgia Supreme Court, however, rejected this argument.
In one of the Georgia Supreme Court's more interesting opinions, Justice Nisbet explored the institution of slavery and its relation to English
common law. Justice Nisbet argued that "pure" slavery did not exist at
Norman conquest, but may have existed during the Saxon
the time of the
4
government. 2
I apprehend that a Judge, sitting to determine what was the status of the
slave under the Common Law, can derive from its consideration no light
to guide him, because I consider that the Common Law recognizes but
one species of slavery as having 48existed in England under its sanction at
any time, and that is villenage.

After recognizing that it was a felony to kill a villein 44 at common law,
the court addressed the next question: whether the common law of villenage existed at the time of the formation of the colony of Georgia? If it
did, then a slave was governed by the laws of villenage. If it did not, then
some other law must govern the law of slavery. Justice Nisbet observed
that Lord Coke said that the "law favors life, liberty and dower,""4 and
that such a theory of law destroyed villenage.4 Parliament abolished villenage in 1661. 4' Even though villenage was abolished at that time, Justice Nisbet argued that villenage ceased to exist long before it was
abolished.
Where the subjects are persons upon which a rule of the Common Law
operates, have long ceased-where the records of the Courts for many
years exhibit no action under it, it may be, and it would seem ought to be
held as obsolete, and disregarded by Judges. It is a familiar principle,
39. Id. at 557.
40. Id.
Id. at 556-57.

41.

42, Id. at 561-62.
43. Id. at 562.
44. A villein is
an unfree peasant who is a slave as regards his feudal lord but free in his legal
relations with respect to all others; who has no rights against the lord except that
of protection from being maimed or killed, and who is subject to being sold by the

lord or removed from his lands at will.
WEBsTER's THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

45.
46.
47.

9 Ga. at 563.
Id.
Id. at 564.

2552 (1981).
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that the reason of the law ceasing, the law itself ceases."'
Thus, Justice Nisbet found that the last recorded case of villenage was in
1617 "one hundred and fifteen years before the settlement of the Colony
of Georgia.'4 9 Since the common law flowed directly from the law of England, there was no slave law that passed to the new colony at its inception. Villenage fell victim to desuetude.
But Justice Nisbet did not stop there. He argued that even if villenage
still existed in England at the formation of the colony, the law of villenage would not govern slavery; 50 for villenage was not "pure slavery."' 51
The condition of a villein, had many of the incidents of slavery. His service was uncertain, and he was bound to do whatever his lord commanded. He was liable to beating, imprisonment, and every species of
chastisement. He was incapable of acquiring property for his own benefit
...[hie was the subject of property-saleable and transmissible. If
regardant,he passed with the manor-if in gross, he was an hereditament, or a chattel real, being descendible to the heir when the lord was
absolute owner, and transmissible to the executor, when the lord had
only a term of years in him; and his condition of slavery extended to his
issue, if both parents, or only the father was a villein, contrary to the rule
2
of the Civil Law, which obtains also here.'
This description, except for the fact that a person was born a villein if his
father or both parents were villeins, sounded a lot like Southern slavery.
Justice Nisbet, however, argued that these similarities were only superficial because they did not take into consideration the legal rights a villein

possessed.
[Hie was a subject, and as such, under the protection of the Crown. The
lord could neither kill or maim him. An appeal of murder lay in his favor
against his lord, for the murder of his ancestor; and if maimed by his
lord, he was liable to indictment therefor . . . He was 'able and free,
(says Littleton,) to sue all manner of actions against everie person, except his lord, to whoom [sic] he is villeine. '53

Justice Nisbet listed other rights the villein possessed. The female villein
could sue for rape against her lord; the villein could be knighted and thus
become free." Also, the reason the lord could be punished for maiming a
48.
49.
50.
51.

Id. at 565.
Id.
Id. at 566.
Id.

52. Id. at 567 (emphasis in original).
53, Id.
54. Id.
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villein, according to Lord Coke, was that it deprived the King of the villein's service in time of emergency.""
Justice Nisbet made two more arguments. Slavery, he posited, existed
in the English colonies only as a result of positive law and never existed
in England.1s Though the Northern states would enforce a contract for
the value of a slave, the states refused to deliver a slave if he was in the
state.
In the latter case, they take shelter under the idea, that slavery is inherently wrong, and condemned by their public policy. They do not say that
it is violative of a public law, but claim that slavery can alone exist by
positive law; and as they have no law which establishes it, when a slave
comes into their jurisdiction, he is, ipso facto, a freeman.57
This lack of comity between the states and Great Britain led to a fierce
attack on Sommersett's Case." Judge Nisbet criticized the Northern
slave traders and the British for introducing slavery into Georgia. He condemned the greed of the abolitionists' ancestors who started the problem
and then left the South to deal with it when slavery became morally and
financially unprofitable."
Justice Nisbet pointed out that two other slave-holding states, Tennessee and Mississippi, which had considered the question of whether slavery
was governed by the common law, had come to opposite conclusions from
Georgia. 0 But, he argued, those courts were carried away by "fervid zeal
in behalf of the humanity to the slave." 61 While the other courts' decisions were noble in their attempt to protect the life of a slave, Justice
Nisbet argued that logically a slave could not be protected by the common law. There was an obligation to punish the killing of a black,
whether free or slave, but such punishment had to be created by positive
law. In conclusion Justice Nisbet argued that:
The rights personal, if they might be so designated, of the slave, are,
some of them, essentially different from those of the master, and cannot,
therefore, be the subject of a common system of laws. They must be defined by positive enactments, which, whilst they protect the slave, guard

the rights of the master. If the Common Law be applicable to a state of
slavery, it would seem to be applicable as much in one as another partic55.
56.
57.
58.
of law

Id. at 567-68.
Id. at 571.
d. at 573 (emphasis in original).
20 Stat. TR. 80 (1772), held that a slave who set foot on British soil was by operation
a free person.

59. 9 Ga. at 574-79.
60. Id. at 582-83.
61. Id. at 583.
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ular. If it protects the life of the slave, why not his liberty? and if it
protects his liberty, then it breaks down, at once, the status, of the
62
slave.
After Farmer,the slave's rights were limited strictly to those the legislature created. The free black's status was essentially the same. In an
1848 case the court stated that "[flree persons of color have never been
recognized here as citizens; they are not entitled to bear arms, vote for
members of the legislature, or to hold civil office."63
Though not always beneficial to the slave, numerous exceptions to the
positive law requirement slowly entered Georgia law, and most of these
exceptions were judicially created. For example, despite laws to the contrary, the Georgia Supreme Court ruled that a slave convicted of a capital
offense could testify for the State against another slave. The reasoning
was that "[t]he common law says, that what works the disqualification to
testify, is, not the verdict, but the judgement.' ' 04 In the same case the
court applied common law rules to determine that a slave could be tried
for accessory to murder even though the legislature had not enacted such
a law.6
In another case, the court applied both the common law and legislative
acts to overturn the conviction of a slave for murder." The trial court
allowed the wife of the accused to testify, contrary to a common law rule
of evidence. 7 A statute provided that the rules of evidence in trials of
blacks, free and slave, were the same as for nonslaves." Also, another
statute provided "[tihe contubernal relation among slaves shall be recognized . . . in criminal trials where it becomes important to the advancement of justice.""'
After Judge Charlton opened the door for out-of-state manumission in
1842, the Georgia Supreme Court had to deal with manumission until the
end of slavery. The early cases usually found in favor of manumission.
The first time the court addressed the manumission issue, the case involved a deed for certain slaves which directed the new owner to pay the
slaves two dollars a month.70 The executor of the estate argued that the
deed violated the Act of 1818 because it created a state of quasi-

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Id. at 579 (emphasis in original).
Cooper v. Savannah, 4 Ga. 68, 72 (1848).
Thorton v. Georgia, 25 Ga. 302, 304 (1958) (emphasis in original).
Id. at 302-04.
William v. Georgia, 33 Ga. 85, 93 (Supp. 1864).
Id. at 93.
Id. (citing GA. CODE OF 1860 § 4698).
69. Id. (quoting GA. CODE OF 1860 § 1666).
70. Spalding v. Grigg, 4 Ga. 74, 77-78 (1848).
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freedom.7 '
Even though the language of the act expressly forbade the granting of
quasi-freedom, 72 the court rejected the argument. The court also rejected
the argument that allowing the slaves to receive two dollars a month created a state of quasi-freedom."2 The court stated:
Nor does it seem to me this was an attempt to manumit these slaves by
allowing and securing, or attempting to allow and secure to them the
right or privilege of enjoying the profits of their labor or skill. The allow-

ance to them is in money, so much per month. Now we shall seek in vain
in the Act of 1818, or any other act, to find the use of money an evil,
much less an offence. We very well know that it is the custom of the
country to permit slaves to enjoy such little sums as7are
given to them, or
4
as they may earn with the consent of their owners.
This type of reasoning is what two prominent commentators, Tushnet
and Genovese, identify as a conflict between the law and reality."' Even
though slaves were not supposed to enjoy the fruits of their labor, it was
common practice when hiring out slaves to let them keep some of the
money they earned. The court determined that the document conveying
the slaves to Grigg was a deed subject to a condition precedent. Unlike
the examples Tushnet and Genovese use, the slaves in this case received a
"trust" created stipend. But the court, in dicta, explained that many
planters did not violate the Act of 1818 because of "custom."
In 1864 the court found that a particular will created a state of quasifreedom for certain slaves.7 The testator's will contained a clause in
which he directed one of his executors to ensure that certain slaves were
to be left on the family farm and "that the slaves shall be treated with all
kindness and humanity, and that provisions shall be made for their support from the proceeds of my other property."' 7 The will also provided
the named executor with $1,000 "for his trouble about my estate.

7'

Jus-

tice Lumpkin determined that the $1,000 was a trust fund for the support
of the slaves.79 "The conclusion is irresistible that in the one case the
testator proposed bestowing on a portion of his slaves quasi freedom, and
71.
72.
text.
73.
74.
75.

Id.at 90-92.
For the exact language of the Act of 1818, see supra notes 15-19 and accompanying
4 Ga. at 90-92.
Id. at 93 (emphasis in original).
M. TUSHNET, THE AMERICAN LAW

OF SLAVERY, 1810-1860 at 18-27
vESE, ROLL, JORDAN, ROLL: THE WORLD THE SLAVES MADE 47 (1972).

76. Miller v. Lewis, 33 Ga. 61 (Supp. 1864).
77. Id. at 62.

78. Id.
79. Id. at 66.

(1981); E. GENO-
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pains were taken to burden the conscience of his executor with a trust for
this object."'
The problem with this case is that, relative to the statutory prohibition,
it does not seem much different than the case involving the two dollar
payment. Nowhere did the void section of the will say that the slaves
mentioned were not to work to keep the farm profitable for the new
owner. But, unlike Spalding, in which the court held that the two dollar
payment was de minimis and consistent with humane custom, the will in
this case involved a well-supported trust fund. Apparently, Lumpkin felt
this type of trust was carrying humane custom too far. Either way,
Lumpkin was closing the gaps in the Act of 1818.
It is interesting to note that none of the cases after 1859 mention the
Act of 1859, which forbade all postmortem manumissions."1 Justice
Lumpkin, who wrote most of the manumission opinions, lobbied for such
a law.82
By the late 1850s the justices felt bound by precedent; the will was
valid if it directed that slaves be taken out of the state. At the same time,
there was growing concern that this line of precedent was inconsistent
with statutory mandates. Thus, the court developed ways to keep postmortem manumission within the narrow confines of the preamble, which
stated that the purpose of the Act of 1818 was to keep the free black
population in the state from growing. For example, if the will created a
state of quasi-freedom by allowing the slaves to remain in Georgia to earn
83
the money in order to leave the state, then the will was declared void.
An illustrative case is Drane v. Beall,84 in which the testator stated that
80.
81.

Id. (emphasis in original).
1859 Ga. Laws 68. The act stated:
That from and after the passage of this act, any and every clause in any deed, will,
or other instrument made for the purpose of conferring freedom on slaves, directly
or indirectly, within or without the State, to take effect after the death of the
owner, shall be absolutely null and void.
82. Sanders v. Ward, 25 Ga. 109, 119 (1858). Justice Lumpkin, in arguing that the will in
question was valid because of the preamble of the Act 1818, stated that this exception was
one of the most publicized areas of the law in the State of Georgia:
During the session of the Legislature before the last, I addressed a communication
to the eminent counsel who argues so earnestly against the validity of this will,
and who was at that time chairman of the Senate's Judiciary Committee, calling
his attention to this subject, and suggesting the propriety of passing a law forbidding all post-mortem manumission. Were I a legislator, I should vote for such a
bill . . . I have been informed by a distinguished Representative of the House,
that such a bill was introduced in the other branch of the General Assembly, and
voted down by an overwhelming majority of that body.
(emphasis in the original).
83. Pinckard v. McCoy, 22 Ga. 28 (1857).

84.

21 Ga. 21 (1857).
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he wanted his slaves to "enjoy" their freedom in California or Liberia. 5
The court ruled that the emancipation occurred in the state at the time
of the testator's death and therefore it was void." In another case, the
decedent executed an instrument that stated he had manumitted his
slave, subject to his control until his death.8 7 After his death, his executors were to take control of the slaves and carry them to a free state or
Liberia."8 The court ruled that, if it was a will, it was void because it
lacked the requisite number of signatures.8 If it was a deed, it was void
as violative of the Act of 1818 because the slaves would "belong to Thorton for his life, and to themselves afterwards. . . ."0 It is hard to understand the distinction, much less the rationale used to explain the distinction, because of the poorly written opinion by Justice Benning. It appears
that the court found that as a deed the instrument permitted the slaves
to become free at the owner's death and within the borders of the state.
In yet another case, which probably would have been decided differently in the past, the court refused to apply the doctrine of cy pres to
allow manumission. 1 The decedent's well-written will directed the executors to remove his slaves to Indiana or Illinois and to buy them land. The
executors were to retain title to the land for the slave's protection, buy
them tools, and provide them with enough money to support themselves
for one year. The problem with the will was that the states, Indiana and
Illinois, had recently passed legislation forbidding introduction of any
blacks into the states.9 3 Justice Lumpkin surmised that the decedent intended that the slaves were to move only to those states and to no other
state in the Ohio valley. He pointed out that the decedent owned large
tracts of land in both states and hated Ohio.9 4 He argued that nowhere in
the will did the testator mention the words "freedom," "emancipation,"
or "manumit" even though that would have been the eventual result.'5
Arguably, Lumpkin used a formalistic approach in interpreting the will;
essentially a functional application of the cy-pres doctrine.
This is also the first case in which Justice Benning dissented. He ar-

85. Id. at 22.
86. Id. at 42-43.
87. Thorton v. Chisholm, 20 Ga. 338 (1856).
88. Id. at 338-39.
89. Id. at 340.
90. Id.
91. Adams v. Bass, 18 Ga. 131 (1855). The doctrine of cy pres is a rule of construction of
wills used when the testator's intent is unclear or illegal. Under the doctrine, the court determines what it thinks the testator would have wanted and rewrites the will. Id.at 135.
92. Id. at 131-32.
93. Id. at 135.
94. Id. at 136.
95. Id.
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gued that even though the majority found the will valid but unenforceable, the entire will was void as violative of the Acts of 1801 and 1818.
His position was that the court was wrong to use the preamble of the Act
of 1818 to allow out-of-state manumission.' 6 He argued that the preamble
should not control the body of the act and vice versus.
[T]he intent, as declared in the preamble, is to prevent the increase of
free persons of color within the State. Now, what is the true conclusion
from these premises? Obviously this: The body of the Act is to be so
construed, as to make it most effectual for preventing the increase of free
persons of color within the State ...It seems to me that there is a con-

struction far more effectual for preventing the increase of free persons of
color within the State than this, and that is the construction which shall
render invalid, even wills giving slaves their freedom outside the State. If
such wills shall be held invalid, the effect will be, that the slave- they
would free will remain slaves; and if the slaves remain slaves, it will be
simply impossible that they can make any increase in the number of free
persons of color within the State.'
Benning also argued that out-of-state manumission was essentially a legal
fiction because in reality the slaves were freed within the state before
they were removed."
In spite of the harshness of Benning's dissent, his arguments were
sound. Reading the preamble of the Act of 1818, it is hard to believe that
the legislature intended to prevent in-state manumission but not out-ofstate manumission because the Act of 1818 was a supplement to the Act
of 1801 which forbade in-state manumission. But, if the legislative intent
was as Benning argued, then why was the Act not altered until 1859? One
reason may be a section of the Act of 1818 that gave the judiciary the
power to enforce the act "according to the true spirit, intent, and meaning thereof."" Like many other controversial issues, it was easier for politicians to let the judiciary resolve the issue. From the number of cases
reaching the supreme court dealing with manumission it appears, despite
the Acts of 1801 and 1818, many Georgians wanted to free their slaves.
The court, even when allowing manumission, repeatedly
implored the leg10
I
islature to end all postmortem manumission.
After this decision, Justice Benning continued a running battle with
the court on this issue until he left the court. Despite their arguments,
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Id. at 153.
Id. at 153-54 (emphasis in original).
Id. at 155.
PRINcE's DIGEST 798 (Act of 1818 § X).
Adams v. Bass, 18 Ga. 130, 143 (1855), and Sanders v. Ward, 25 Ga. 109, 119 (1858)

are just two examples.
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none of the litigants ever argued that the two acts were unconstitutional
as a restraint on the alienability of property.
The last two cases dealing with postmortem manumission were decided
in 1860. In Myrick v. Vineburgh 1" the court, in a two paragraph opinion,
affirmed a lower court's ruling that a will providing for the out-of-state
manumission of slaves was not void. 10 2 The court in Curry v. Curry,0 2
decided against the validity of a two-part will. In the first and valid part,
10
the testator directed the executor to carry the slaves outside the state. '
In the second part, however, the testator gave the slaves the option of
picking another master.103 The will would have been valid, the court
ruled, if the testator had not added the second part.100 The court held
that by allowing the slaves to pick a new master they were to get "the
largest possible freedom without actually being free."' 07 Thus, they would
exist in a state of quasi-freedom.
The major problem with this case is that the court failed to explain
why it did not strike just the offensive portions of the will. One conceivable answer is that this was just one more hurdle the court required the
decedent to jump in order to stay within the narrowing confines of the
language of the preamble. If the legislature would not intervene, then the
court would slowly narrow the scope of the language in the preamble that
permitted out-of-state manumission. The other problem is that the court
did not apply the Act of 1859, which prohibited all forms of postmortem
emancipation. Neither of the cases mentioned the new law. One possible
reason why the court didn't apply the act was that it could not be applied
retrospectively. Another reason may have been pure ignorance of the law.
No one knows, but it is ironic that the legislative intervention called for
by Benning, Lumpkin and others was never put to use when it arrived.
IV.

THE INHERENT CONFLICTS

Slave law and slave society are replete with conflicts. Slavery in Georgia
existed only as a result of positive law. The Act of 1755, which was reenacted almost verbatim in 1770, stated that slavery existed only as a
result of "positive law. '"10 But the same Act also stated that slaves "have
been deemed absolute slaves" allowing only positive law to curb the

101. 30 Ga. 161 (1860).
102. Id. at 163.
103. 30 Ga. 253 (1860).
104. Id. at 253.
105. Id.
106. Id. at 257.
107. Id. at 258.
108. COLONIAL RacoaDs, supra note 5, at 102 (Act of 1755).
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power of the owner. 109 It is one of the fundamental conflicts in American
jurisprudence. How can government regulate that which it deems a person's "absolute property"?
For the slave owner, the extent of government regulation was particularly troublesome. The reason was the unique type of property in question. On the one hand, the owner could not deny the humanity of the
slave, even though numerous attempts were made to do so.110 On the

other hand, legally the slave was chattel.
By statute and judicial opinion the slave was deemed absolute property, but in reality this only existed in theory. According to the colonial
legislature and Justice Nisbet's opinion in Neal v. Farmer,slavery by its
nature was the result of positive, and not common, law. This absolute
property right existed only at the whim of the legislature. Still the concept of absolute dominion over the slave existed in the minds of the
slaveholders, the legislature and the judges. Even so, slaveholders could
not deny the humanity of the slave and, therefore enacted statutes that
gave the slave limited human rights. The problem was in determining
how far the legislature should go in recognizing the humanity of the slave
before the institution became morally irreconcilable with other acts of the
legislature and decisions of the courts.
The courts and the legislature purported to answer this question with
the simple explanation that slave's rights were the result of positive law.
Thus, Georgia and South Carolina were the only two states throughout
Reality
the South to hold that slaves had no common law rights.'
showed that this "simple" answer did not really exist. The conflict between civil and common law traditions in this area of the law continued
until the end of slavery. The Georgia courts and the legislature applied
more and more common law doctrines to the law of slavery."'
The slave code and the reality of enforcement of the code created still
another contradiction. Eugene Genovese quoted the historian W.E.B. Du
Bois on the reality of slave law:
It may be said with truth that the law was often harsher than practice.
109. Id.
110. See C. EATON, THE GROWTH OF SOUTHERN CIVILIZATION 1790-1860, at 305 (1961).
Eaton discusses Dr. Josiah and Nott's & George R. Gliddon's book, J. Norr & G.R. GLIDDON,
TYPES OF MANKIND OR, ETHNOLOGICAL RESEARCHES (1854), in which they argued that the
different races were separate species and that the black race was inherently inferior. This is
just one of many examples.
111. Nash, A More Equitable Past? Southern Supreme Courts and the Protectionof the
Antebellum Negro, 48 N.C.L. REV. 197, 203-211 (1970).
112. For example, 1850 Ga. Laws 372 (slaves charged with a capital crime were to be
tried in the superior court); for other examples see supra notes 8 & 10 and accompanying
text.
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Nevertheless, these laws and decisions represent the legally permissible
possibilities, and the only curb upon the power of the master was his
sense of humanity and decency, on the one hand, and the conserving of
his investment on the other. Of the humanity of large numbers of Southern masters there can be no doubt."'

Genovese adds his own interpretation of the conflicts inherent in this
type of a social system and the problems it caused in Southern
jurisprudence.
They [jurist and slaveholders] repeatedly had to violate their own laws
without feeling themselves lawbreakers. The slave law existed as a moral
guide and an instrument for emergency use, although the legal profession
and especially the judges struggled to enforce them as a matter of positive law; wherever possible, the authority of the master class, considered
as a perfectly proper system of complementary plantation law, remained
in effect. But since no reasonable formula could be devised to mediate
between counterclaims arising from the two sides of this dual system,
much had to be left outside the law altogether."'

This one observation raises and answers several questions. It accounts
for many of the draconian laws but it also illustrates how the slaves may
have asserted their own humanity. The lack of black criminal cases 5
seems to indicate that plantation justice was the dominant system for
dealing with the slaves' wrongdoings. One argument is that they must
E. GENOVESE, supra note 75, at 43.
114. Id. at 47.
115. The Georgia Supreme Court decided'only 15 black criminal cases. William v. State,
33 Ga. 85 (Supp. 1864) (reversed a conviction of a black because the testimony of the slave's
wife was admitted); Henry v. State, 33 Ga. 441 (1863) (reversed a conviction of a slave for
the murder of another slave because the evidence did not support the verdict); John v.
State, 33 Ga. 257 (1862) (affirmed the murder conviction of the slave who killed another
slave); Monday v. State, 32 Ga. 672 (1861) (reversed the murder conviction of the slave
because the trial court refused to admit newly discovered evidence); State v. Lavinia, 25 Ga.
311 (1858) (held that blacks could not be tried twice for the same offense); Thorton v. State,
25 Ga. 301 (1858) (affirmed the murder conviction of the slave); Sarah v. State, 28 Ga. 576
(1859) (affirmed the slave's conviction for attempted murder of the slave's owner); William
v. State, 18 Ga. 356 (1855) (affirmed the murder conviction); John v. State, 16 Ga. 200
(1854) (held that the killing of a white by a black can not be manslaughter; affirmed the
conviction for murder); Jim v. State, 15 Ga. 535 (1854) (affirmed the slave's conviction for
murdering his overseer); Stephen v. State, 11 Ga. 225 (1852) (affirmed the slave's conviction
for the attempted rape of a white woman; also held that forced confessions were not admissible); Allen v. State, 9 Ga. 492 (1851) (reversed the conviction for murder of another slave
because illegal evidence was introduced); Anthony v. State, 9 Ga. 264 (1851) (affirmed the
slave's conviction for murdering a free black); Judge v. State, 8 Ga. 173 (1850) (reversed the
murder conviction of the slave because the prosecution introduced evidence after the case
had gone to the jury); Alfred v. State, 6 Ga. 483 (1849) (affirmed the conviction for attempted rape of a young white girl).
113.
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have asserted their humanity or more of the draconian laws would have
been enforced.
Historians Fogel and Engerman essentially argued that plantation justice was more dominant than the legal system because of economic reasons.11 The punishments meted out ranged from severe whippings to
deprivation of certain privileges. 1 7 The reason the legal system was bypassed, they argued, was that it would deprive the owner of the slave's
skills either temporally or permanently depending upon the punishment
meted out by the court. By using extralegal methods to enforce discipline
on the plantation, justice could be administered quickly and work could
begin immediately.
Fogel and Engerman also argued that plantation justice was probably
not as severe as historians traditionally thought; slaveholders feared diminishing the value of their human capital.118 Like Genovese, Fogel and
Engerman believed that the slaves asserted their humanity to soften the
punishments meted out. They argued:
What planters wanted was not sullen and discontented slaves who did
just enough to keep from getting whipped. They wanted devoted, hardworking, responsible slaves who identified their fortunes with the fortunes of their masters . .. Such an attitude could not be beaten into

slaves. It had to be elicited."'
Thus, the question of whether the lack of black criminal cases was a
result of plantation justice or something else may never be answered. The
theory is plausible but tough to research and prove. Biographies compiled
by abolitionists recounting the horrors of evil masters are one source, but
like any biased source they should be viewed with great skepticism.120 Another valuable source is the diaries of slaveholders and visitors to the
South. 2' As Stampp and others point out, there probably was a large
amount of plantation justice for at least petty infractions. 2 '
116. R. FOGEL & S. ENGERMAN, TIME ON THE CROSS: THE ECONOMICS OF AMERICAN NEGRO
SLAVERY 144-45 (1974).
117. Id. at 144.
118. Id. at 147.
119. Id.
120. J. BROWN, SLAVE LIFE IN GEORGIA (F.N. Boney ed. 1972) was originally published in
1855 and dictated by Brown to Louis Alexis Chamerovzow, Secretary of the British and
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society.
121. C. EATON, THE GROWTH OF SOUTHERN CIVILIZATION, 1790-1860 (1961); K. STAMPP,
THE PECULIAR INSTITUTION (1956) (both books are replete with letters, excerpts from books
and diaries kept by visitors to the South; the books also contain excerpts from diaries and

personal papers kept by Southerners).
122. K. STAMPP, THE PECULIAR INSTITUTION, 181-191; see also J. BROWN, SLAVE LIFE IN
GEORGIA (F.N. Boney ed. 1972); R. FOGEL & S. ENGERMAN, TIME ON THE CROSS: THE EcoNOMICS OF AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY (1974).
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Genovese and others also pointed to another contradiction inherent in
slave society. Variously labeled, it essentially dealt with the conflict between the slave owner's paternalism and the slaves' desire for recognition
as human beings.1 3 This separation by class was not limited to whites
and blacks. It was also reflected in a division between wealthy slave-owning whites and poor "white trash." Women were also separated into an
1 24
independent class.

All of these conflicts were played out in the antebellum legal system.
Mark Tushnet, a student of Genovese, argued that the southern judges
and legislators were concerned not only with control of the slave population, but with convincing the abolitionist that the system was humane
and just and with placing "slavery in the moral framework of Western
law. 1'2 This was apparent in the language of the statutes and in the pa-

ternalistic language of many judicial opinions. Often a statute's preamble
would discuss the humanity of the system and the desire to protect the
defenseless slave.1 2 s Justices Lumpkin and Benning penned many opinions discussing the terrible plight of free blacks in the state, other states,
and in Liberia. They argued that a slave's plight, though less than enviable, was much better than the plight of free blacks, who had no concept
of responsibility, living as free persons."2 7
What seem like inconsistent opinions in the law of slavery is the result
of the inner societal turmoil that the institution of slavery created. The
rationale and rhetoric judges used reflected the prevailing side of the contradictions at any given time. At times the decisions read like sophistry;
at other times they seem well reasoned and fair. In the area of criminal
law, one scholar has argued that slaves received better treatment than the
28
former slaves received during reconstruction.
Thus, what seems like a premise that flies in the face of reason and
common historical knowledge is not. In fact, many distinguished scholars
in this area of history and law are realizing more and more that the state
courts, more often than not, treated blacks fairer than the reactionary
courts of reconstruction. It is likely that blacks may not have received
better treatment in Southern courts until the civil rights movement of the
1950s and 1960s. Despite the Georgia court's inconsistencies, this Com123. This is the basic premise of Genovese's book, ROLL, JORDAN, ROLL: THE WORLD THE
SLAVES MADE (1972).
124. R. FOGEL & S. ENGERMAN, supra note 116, at 141-42. Fogel and Engerman dispel the
myth that in slave society there was no delineation between male and female roles.
TUSHNET, supra note 75, at 23.
126. A perfect example are the Acts of 1818 and 1755.

125. M.

127. Bryan v. Walton, 14 Ga. 185, 205-07 (1853); American Colonization Soc'y v. Gartrell, 23 Ga. 448, 464-65 (1857).
128. Nash, Fairness and Formalism in the Trials of Blacks in the State Supreme
Courts of the Old South, 56 VA. L. REV. 64 (1970).
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ment shows that it was not as draconian as originally thought.
IV. CONCLUSION

As this Comment illustrates, the cases are contradictory and confusing.
The court was a victim of the times and the conflicting pressures of slave
society. One case illustrated that a "custom," which essentially violated
the intention and spirit of slave law, was overlooked. The manumission
cases show that when faced with a choice of interpreting the manumission
statutes, the court often chose the more humane interpretation. The
court could have just as easily followed Justice Benning's strict statutory
analysis and ended all postmortem manumission. Instead, following
Judge Charlton's lead, the court chose a purposive analysis. In other
words, these Southern gentleman realized that for the system to work
they sometimes had to bend the laws they created. The legislature and
the courts created more and more rights similar to the common law rights
via positive law and judicial interpretation.
The manumission cases clearly illustrate the various struggles. The decedent struggled with his conscience and the evil of the system. No one
wanted a large population of free blacks in the state. The judges, possibly
worrying about the constitutionality of the act, created a narrow exception to the manumission law. But, as the cases illustrate, they would jump
on any occasion to find a fault in the will. Though not discussed in detail,
the legislature and the courts applied essentially the same procedure in
12
black criminal trials as in white criminal trials.
Concrete conclusions from the case law are hard to come by. The story
of jurisprudential development prior to the formation of the Georgia Supreme Court is not even close to complete. Only a few cases survived.
Even later, the reader is cautioned to remember that the court wrote for
various audiences,' including the litigants, the people of Georgia, the
South, and very often the North. Thus, this Comment only begins our
understanding of the subtle nuances of Southern slave law.
DAVID

J. GRINDLE

129. The GA. CONST. art. IV, § 12 (1798) made it a crime to murder a slave and required
the same punishment as if the crime was inflicted on a white person. The T.R.R. COBB, NEw
DIGEST, LAWS OF GEORGIA 1018 (Act of 1850) provided trial in superior court for blacks
accused of capital crime. See supra notes 8-12,
130. M. TUSHNET, THE LAW OF SLAVERY 1810-186 at 23 (1981).

